“Pupils’ should be taught to read fluently, understand extended prose (both fiction and nonfiction) and be encouraged to read for pleasure. Schools should do everything to promote
wider reading. They should provide library facilities and set ambitious expectations for
reading at home.”
“They should be reading widely and frequently, outside as well as in school, for pleasure and
information. They should be able to read silently, and then discuss what they have read”
The National Curriculum: English Programmes of Study Key Stages 1 and 2
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Children as authors:
Creating their own reviews & sharing opinions about their reading – ideal for school
book clubs and lessons with a literacy focus

“Pupils’ should develop a capacity to explain their understanding of books and other
reading, and to prepare their ideas before they write”
“Pupils’ should continue to have opportunities to write for a range of real purposes and
audiences as part of their work across the curriculum”
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What and Who to Read?
Highlight and Recommend great reads, explore genres and share fantastic
author facts with young readers
“Developing their vocabulary and the breadth and depth of their reading, making sure
that they become independent, fluent and enthusiastic readers who read widely and
frequently. They should be developing their understanding and enjoyment of stories,
poetry, plays and non-fiction”
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Homework Help:
Developing Pupils’ Confidence in their Research and Information Retrieval Skills

“Pupils should have opportunities to exercise choice in selecting books and be taught
how to do so”
“They should also be developing their knowledge and skills in reading non-fiction
about a wide range of subjects”
“In using non-fiction, pupils should know what information they need to look for
before they begin and be clear about the task”
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Instantly accessing and sharing the Monitoring & Reporting of pupils’ reading
progression
The Reading Cloud’s Management reporting functionality enables schools to track a child’s reading
journey throughout their time at the school. The system also provides a range of tools to generate
immediate statistics on reading performance over time such as top readers, books borrowed by year
group or gender and book reviews written.

Making the Reading Cloud their own: Avatars, Profiles and My Home Library
Feedback from schools has demonstrated that children
respond very positively to having their own online presence
within the Reading Cloud where they can create a profile and
avatar, share their book and author favourites and see their
library borrower history, all of which they can then share
with their parents to show what they have enjoyed reading.
Also popular with thousands of pupil users is the My Home
Library feature where young readers can catalogue their
own books which they can then swap with their friends. This
facility aims to encourage book ownership and sharing of
treasured reads in a responsible way which could link to other
cross curricular themes pastorally.

Exploring other spoken languages: Foreign Language Personalisation
The Reading Cloud can be configured so that all navigational tabs appear in a range of different languages
including French, Spanish, German & Polish which could be used to help develop children’s awareness
of other languages and how they are structured and as part of a lesson looking at other countries and
cultures.

Watch & Share: How the Reading Cloud can help launch and support a
Book Club in your School
“Pupils should be learning to justify their views about what they have read: with
support at the start and increasingly independently”
“Participate in discussions about books that are read to them and those they can
read for themselves, building on their own and others’ ideas and challenging views
courteously”
The Department for Education is now encouraging schools to run Key Stage 2 book clubs, to motivate
children to read widely for enjoyment and share the books they have read in discussion with their friends
or in a class group. MLS have created a short video showing some of the ways in which the Reading Cloud
can complement the launch of a book club in your school and could be used as part of a launch event or
parents evening. It can be accessed via the Reading Cloud homepage which can be sent to you as a free
video download or accessed via the Reading Cloud homepage.

School Libraries Community Statistics: Resourcing the Library and keeping up-to-date
Schools are able to view exclusive shared community data about the current most popular authors
and books sourced from thousands of schools across the UK who are Reading Cloud users using the
Dashboard statistics facility. This valuable information can assist in book purchasing within the MLS
Bookshop where books can be searched for by key stage, curriculum area, reading age and interest level
at discounted prices.

Dazzling Displays and Video Animations: Promoting the Reading Cloud in your school
We have created eye catching collections of motivational Reading Cloud posters including some which
individually list all the benefits for pupils, parents and staff, informative A-Z worksheets and colourful
bookmarks to assist in launching the Reading Cloud in your school. As part of your display you may like
to show our Reading Cloud or Reading for Pleasure animations which can be sent to you as free video
downloads or accessed via the Reading Cloud homepage.

Find out more about the Reading Cloud by visiting our Reading Cloud page at:
http://www.microlib.co.uk/home/ReadingCloud.aspx
For more information please contact your Account Manager at MLS on 0161 449 9357
All quotes are taken from the English Programmes of Study: Key Stages 1 and 2 National Curriculum in
England - Department for Education Sept 2013
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335186/PRIMARY_
national_curriculum_-_English_220714.pdf

